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RECRUI T MENT
SOLUT I ONS

Skill Assessment

Talent Acquisition

Tests - Online aptitude, functional and psychometric
tests In-house preliminary screening and
understanding candidate’s profile, fit to position,
job and salary expectations

Search & Selection - Job portals, proprietary
database, candidate reference pool, print and online
advertisements

Functional capability assessment thru panel of
industry professionals and in-house experts

Head Hunting - Hiring for senior executive positions
and niche positions through
networking and referrals

Face to face | Skype | Telephonic interviews by the
Client team

Project | Bulk Recruitment - Walk-ins |Job Fairs |
Campus Placements

Employee Engagement Support
Compensation & Benefits Finalisation - Understand Client budget, evaluate candidate expectations and negotiate
& finalise compensation package with the candidate
Visa | Ticketing Support - Work with visa and travel agents to facilitate smooth and quick process and also ensure
document requirements are understood and complied with
Pre-departure Orientation - Sensitise about the company | cultural | life style aspects of the job |
organisation | geography to which the candidate is being placed
Pre-employment Screening - Reference checks and background verification to validate candidate’s claims and
assure genuineness of his credentials

About Us
Treeline is a boutique provider of tailor made services in Business Process Outsourcing (BPO), Knowledge Process
Outsourcing (KPO), Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO), IT Outsourcing (ITO) and Consulting Practices. Based
out of India and Saudi Arabia, Treeline serves wide range of clients throughout India, US, GCC and Africa spanning
across various industries.
Treeline was conceptualized as a captive back office supporting its parent company Jarir Investment’s Asset
Management Program. Over a period of time, Treeline has successfully built in-house expertise and professional
capability to handle diverse business needs of various clients. Our clients value our commitment to deliver high
quality work with quick turnaround and strict confidentiality. There has been significant thrust along with
Management’s thoughtful strategic guidance toward continuous value creation for our clients. We believe in doing
what is right for our clients business in the long run.

Our deep pool of knowledge and wealth of experience
in business, strategy, compliance and risk

Why Use
Treeline?

Independence and diligence in handling the
assignment without any bias or favour
Transparency and avoidance of potential
conflict of interest issues

One stop shop that includes value added services such
as research support, secretarial and accounting

Tirtha Brata Panda : +91 91766 34582 / +966 554 859 799 | S N Sampath Chandra: +91 97427 56688 / +966 553 796 252
Treeline Business Solutions Pvt. Ltd., First Floor, Cavinville, 12, Cenotaph Road, Teynampet, Chennai 600 018 India
+91 44 2435 7756 / 7766 | www.treeline.co | CIN: U72900TN2008PTC068765
AlOhdah Management & Economic Consulting, Fifth Floor, Al Eqtessad Building, Olaya Street, P.O. Box 300 734,
Riyadh 11372, Saudi Arabia | +966 11 464 3636 | CR: 1010429975
The information in this leaflet is intended to provide only a brief outline about the company & its services. Treeline Business Solutions
Pvt. Ltd. and AlOhdah Management & Economic Consulting are regulated by Indian and Saudi laws respectively.
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